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ABSTRACT
We study the origin of bulge stars and their angular momentum (AM) evolution in 10
spiral galaxies with baryonic masses above 1010M in the NIHAO galaxy formation
simulations. The simulated galaxies are in good agreement with observations of the
relation between specific AM and mass of the baryonic component and the stellar
bulge-to-total ratio (B/T). We divide the star particles at z = 0 into disc and bulge
components using a hybrid photometric/kinematic decomposition method that iden-
tifies all central mass above an exponential disc profile as the “bulge”. By tracking the
bulge star particles back in time, we find that on average 95% of the bulge stars formed
in situ, 3% formed ex situ in satellites of the same halo, and only 2% formed ex situ
in external galaxies. The evolution of the AM distribution of the bulge stars paints an
interesting picture: the higher the final B/T ratio, the more the specific AM remains
preserved during the bulge formation. In all cases, bulge stars migrate significantly
towards the central region, reducing their average galactocentric radius by roughly a
factor 2, independently of the final B/T value. However, in the higher B/T (& 0.2)
objects, the velocity of the bulge stars increases and the AM of the bulge is almost
conserved, whereas at lower B/T values, the velocity of the bulge stars decreases and
the AM of bulge reduces. The correlation between the evolution of the AM and B/T
suggests that bulge and disc formation are closely linked and cannot be treated as
independent processes.
Key words: galaxies:formation - galaxies:evolution - galaxies:bulge - galax-
ies:kinematics and dynamics - methods: numerical - galaxies:spiral
1 INTRODUCTION
Angular momentum (AM) J has long been recognized as
a fundamental quantity in galaxy formation and evolution.
It is often convenient and physically meaningful to remove
the implicit mass scaling of J by adopting the specific AM
j ≡ J/M. The standard picture of cosmic structure forma-
tion predicts that dark matter (DM) and baryonic gas ac-
quire similar specific AM via tidal torques from neighbouring
structures. In the simple model, where the gas cools radia-
tively and settles in a spinning disc, the size of this disc is
? E-mail: liang.wang@uwa.edu.au
proportional to its j (Fall & Efstathiou 1980), whereas the
size of the DM halo is independent of AM.
Empirically, the global morphology of galaxies, as quan-
tified by Hubble’s classical tuning fork, correlates strongly
with specific AM. In fact, early-type and late-type galax-
ies at redshift z = 0 obey similar scaling relations between
stellar specific AM j? and mass M?, of the form j? ∝ Mα?
with α ∼ 2/3 (Fall 1983; Romanowsky & Fall 2012; Fall
& Romanowsky 2013; Obreschkow & Glazebrook 2014;
Cortese et al. 2016). However, these relationships are off-
set by about a factor ∼ 5 in j?, with early-types having less
AM. Obreschkow & Glazebrook (2014) refine this picture
by using high-precision AM data from the THINGS survey
and optical K-band bulge-to-total ratios (B/T). In a sample
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with 0 < B/T . 0.3 and baryon mass Mb (stellar and cold
gas mass) in the range 109M < Mb < 1011M, they find a
very strong correlation between Mb, the baryon specific AM
jb and B/T .
It is a pressing theoretical challenge to explain how
this observed relationship between morphology and AM
arises in regular galaxies. This work aims to shine light on
this discussion by tackling the time-evolution of the bulge-
stars in regular star-forming disc galaxies in a cosmological
smoothed-particle hydrodynamic (SPH) simulation. Natu-
rally, this goal requires a clear definition of the ‘bulge’, not
just in terms of its global mass and extent, but in terms of
identifying all star particles of the bulge, so that they can
be traced back in time. Observations regularly use photo-
metric bulge-disc decomposition methods, relying on surface
density (defining the bulge as a central overdensity) and/or
colour (defining the bulge as the old central population). In
turn, simulations often employ kinematic approaches (defin-
ing the bulge as the low-angular momentum component, e.g.
Obreja et al. (2016)). These definitions result in different
bulge mass fractions, and, more importantly, in a very dif-
ferent sets of stars labelled as bulge-stars. To do justice to
this complexity, we first carry out a detailed comparison of
photometric and kinematic bulge-disc decompositions (Sec-
tion 2) and then pick the definition most adequate to the
particular set of questions addressed in this work.
Cosmological hydrodynamic simulations of galaxies
from disc-dominated to bulge-dominated objects compare
the the simulation results with observations by considering
the Tully-Fisher relation (Robertson et al. 2004; Gover-
nato et al. 2007; Stinson et al. 2010; Piontek & Steinmetz
2011; Dutton et al. 2017), the AM content (Scannapieco
et al. 2009) and disc sizes (Brook et al. 2011). However,
the simulated galaxies from early studies always had unre-
alistic massive and concentrated bulge to the corresponding
observed bulge (Binney et al. 2001; Bullock et al. 2001;
van den Bosch 2001, 2002; D’Onghia et al. 2006; D’Onghia
& Navarro 2007; Stinson et al. 2010; Scannapieco et al.
2012). The failure of reproducing realistic disc galaxies with
small bulges comes from the fact that these simulations were
plagued by over-cooling and AM losses resulting in compact,
bulge-dominated galaxies.
In the past years, cosmological simulations have reached
enough resolution to resolve bulges and included more real-
istic models for star formation and stellar feedback. These
improvements made it possible to produce realistic galactic
discs (Guedes et al. 2011; Agertz et al. 2011; Aumer et al.
2013; Stinson et al. 2013b; Marinacci et al. 2014; Rosˇkar et
al. 2014; Murante et al. 2015; Col´ın et al. 2016; Grand et al.
2017). The most recent generation of large-volume hydrody-
namical simulations of galaxy formation, e.g. Vogelsberger
et al. (2014); Schaye et al. (2015) managed to reproduce
observed galaxies from disc-dominated sequence and bulge-
dominated sequence (Genel et al. 2015; Teklu et al. 2015;
Zavala et al. 2016; Lagos et al. 2017a; Soko lowaska et al.
2017; DeFelippis et al. 2017).
In the conventional view, bulge stars have two main ori-
gins: galaxy-galaxy mergers and in situ formation in galactic
discs. The former tend to result in pressure supported, “clas-
sical” bulges (Davies & Illingworth 1983), while the latter
give rise to rotation-supported “pseudo”-bulges(Kormendy
& Kennicutt 2004). D’Onghia & Navarro (2007) show that
cooling in the highly dense inner region and dynamical fric-
tion of satellite-galaxies dissipate the AM of gas resulting
in compact discs. In contrast, Springel & Hernquist (2005)
and Robertson et al. (2006) show that in idealized merger
simulations with strong stellar feedback it is possible to form
a disc-dominated galaxy, if the initial disc is gas rich. Re-
cent cosmological simulations also confirm that strong stellar
feedback is able to reduce the bulge mass and result in disc-
dominated galaxies (Governato et al. 2007; Guedes et al.
2011; Brook et al. 2012; Martig et al. 2012; Stinson et al.
2013a; Kannan et al. 2014; Marinacci et al. 2014; Chris-
tensen et al. 2014). Furthermore, Hopkins et al. (2009) and
Kannan et al. (2015) suggest that mergers are not as effi-
cient as previously thought in transforming discs into bulges
and bulge formation depends on the gas disc fraction. Lagos
et al. (2018a) using the EAGLE simulations divided merg-
ers into dry (gas-poor) and wet (gas-rich), major/minor and
analysed different spin alignments and orbital parameters.
They found the mergers’ influence on galaxy spin can be
quite varied, and in the case of gas-rich mergers, galaxies can
significantly spin up, while dry mergers tend to spin galaxies
down. Therefore, the bulge formation couples with complex
and only partially understood small-scale processes.
In this paper, we examine the origin and AM evolu-
tion of bulge stars in a subset of 10 spiral galaxies from
the Numerical Investigation of a Hundred Astrophysical Ob-
jects, NIHAO (Wang et al. 2015) project. All these bulges
have pseudo-bulge properties. The NIHAO simulations are
a suite of 88 hydrodynamical cosmological zoom-in simu-
lations implementing the tree-smoothed particle hydrody-
namics (SPH), GASOLINE. The simulated galaxies cover
a range in mass from 105 . M?/M . 1011. The prescrip-
tion for star formation and stellar feedback was developed
in the “Making Galaxies in a Cosmological Context” (MaG-
ICC, Stinson et al. 2013a) project. The NIHAO runs keep
the same stellar physics at all scales. The stellar mass of
each halo in the NIHAO sample agrees with the prediction
from abundance matching (Wang et al. 2015). The galaxies
in the NIHAO sample reproduce several observational re-
sults, such as the star formation main sequence (Wang et al.
2015), the column density profile of cool HI (Gutcke et al.
2017) and the Tully-Fisher relation (Dutton et al. 2017).
Given its high mass resolution, this sample allows us to track
the evolution of AM of bulge star particles and witness the
formation of a bulge in a realistic cosmological environment.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give
an overview of the cosmological hydrodynamical simulations
and the post-processing applied in this work. In Section 3,
we study the origin of bulge stars and discuss the evolution
of their AM, locations and velocities. Section 4 discusses the
coherent picture of how the bulges of galaxies form. Finally,
in Section 5 we discuss and summarize our conclusions.
2 SIMULATIONS
The simulations we analyse in this work are a subsample
of the NIHAO suite (Wang et al. 2015), based on updated
version of the MaGICC project (Stinson et al. 2013a). The
NIHAO simulation suite is an unbiased sample of isolated
haloes of present-day masses between Mhalo ∼ 4 × 109M
and Mhalo ∼ 4 × 1012M. The initial conditions are created
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so that we typically have a million DM particles inside the
virial radius of the target halo at redshift z = 0, across the
whole mass range. We adopted the latest compilation of cos-
mological parameters from the Planck satellite (the Planck
Collaboration et al. 2014). DM particle masses range from
∼ 104M in our lowest mass haloes to ∼ 106M in our most
massive haloes, and their force softenings range from ∼ 150
pc to ∼ 900 pc respectively. Gas particles are less massive
by factor of (ΩDM/Ωb) ' 5.48, and the corresponding force
softenings are 2.34 times smaller. A comparison with other
state-of-the-art simulations can be found in Fig. 2 in Wang
et al. (2015). More information on the collisionless parent
simulations, the force softenings and particle masses for the
highest refinement level for each simulation and sample se-
lection can be found in Dutton & Maccio` (2014) and Wang
et al. (2015).
We use the SPH hydrodynamics code gasoline (Wad-
sley et al. 2004), with a revised treatment of hydrodynam-
ics as described in Keller et al. (2014). The code includes
a subgrid model for turbulent mixing of metal and energy
(Wadsley et al. 2008), heating and cooling include photo-
electric heating of dust grains, ultraviolet (UV) heating and
ionization and cooling due to hydrogen, helium and metals
(Shen et al. 2010).
2.1 Star formation and feedback
The star formation and feedback modelling follow what was
used in the MaGICC simulations (Stinson et al. 2013a). The
star formation recipe adopts a Kennicutt-Schmidt relation,
where the star-forming gas has a temperature lower than
15000 K and a density higher than 10.3 cm−3. Supernova
feedback is implemented following the blast-wave formalism
(Stinson et al. 2006). Another stellar feedback mechanism
ejects energy prior to supernovae explosions which accounts
for the photoionizing radiation of massive stars (Stinson et
al. 2013a). The free parameters in the feedback scheme were
chosen such that a MW mass galaxy fits the stellar mass-
halo mass relation at z = 0. The NIHAO simulations form
the right amount of stars and cold gas as evidenced by the
consistency with the stellar mass versus halo mass relations
from abundance matching since z = 4 (Wang et al. 2015) and
the cold gas versus stellar mass relation at z = 0 (Stinson et
al. 2015).
2.2 Bulge-disc decomposition
We decompose our simulated galaxies at z = 0 into disc
and bulge components. We perform these decompositions
considering only the star particles inside the spherical region
within 20% of the virial radius, with the centre of the halo
being placed at the centre of mass of the target galaxy. We
orient the axes such that the z-axis is parallel to the direction
of the angular momentum vector of the galaxies. We do not
identify and remove particles that might belong to a stellar
halo as most of the stars within this radius actually belong
to the disc-bulge system and decomposition results are not
sensitive to the halo stars.
Many methods have been presented to perform bulge-
disc decompositions in observed and simulated data sets.
Importantly, these methods correspond to different defini-
tions of a “bulge” and hence it is important to pick the defi-
nition and then the method most adequate for the questions
to be answered. To illustrate the importance of choosing a
method, we first compare two standard but very distinct
methods: a kinematic method based on the particle orbits
and a photometric method based on the surface density.
Kinematic decompositions of stellar system have
evolved over the last decade. Abadi et al. (2003) introduced
a one-dimensional decomposition based on the circularity
parameter of stellar orbits. The circularity parameter  is
defined as jz/ jc , where jz is the z-component of the AM
vector of a stellar particle when the galactic disc lies in the
x-y plane, and jc is the norm of the specific angular momen-
tum vector of a hypothetical particle at the same location
on a circular orbit. In this work, we define jc =
√
GMr where
r is the radius of the particle. The higher the circularity,
the more the particle’s motion corresponds to a disc-like
orbit. The kinematic method does a good job determining
the relative mass of disc and spheroid (see also Scannapieco
et al. (2011); Martig et al. (2012)). It assumes that the
spheroid is non-rotating and thus has a symmetric distribu-
tion of circularities around  ∼ 0. The thin disc gives the
sharp peak at circularities close to  ∼ 1. We identify the
spheroidal component by this assumption, so that its mass
is Mspheroid = 2 × M( < 0).
Secondly, we decompose galaxies into discs and bulges
photometrically following the observational approach of
Obreschkow & Glazebrook (2014). We generate a face-on
image of the stellar component and extract one-dimensional
stellar surface density profiles for each galaxy. Explicitly, we
bin the particles by their cylindrical radii and divide the
mass in each bin by the surface area of the annulus. The
stellar surface density profiles hence obtained are then fit-
ted by an exponential function
Σd (r) = Σd,0 exp
(
− r
Rd
)
(1)
where Rd is the scale radius of the profile and Σd,0 is the
central surface density. We determine these two parameters
with a least-squares minimization, excluding the inner half-
mass radius to avoid fitting the exponential to the bulge.
Using the disc fits, we then identify the bulge stars. To
do so, we bin the galaxy into 100 radial bins, each corre-
sponding to an annulus in the face-on projection. In each
annulus i, the mass fraction fi of the stars in the bulge is
calculated by
fi =
Σtotal,i − Σd,i
Σtotal,i
, (2)
where Σtotal,i is the mean stellar surface density in the an-
nulus and Σd,i is the disc surface density of the fit Σd (r),
evaluated at the central radius of the annulus. This defini-
tion of fi is only adopted out to the radius, where the total
surface density first falls below Σd (r). Beyond this radius,
we set fi = 0 to avoid including spiral arms and halo stars
in the bulge mass. The global B/T ratio is then defined as
B/T = M−1?
∑
i fimi , where mi is the total stellar mass in the
annulus i and M? is the total stellar mass in the galaxy.
We use kinematic criterion to decide which of the star
particles in each annulus are bulge star particles. We there-
fore label, in each annulus i, the particles with the lowest
circularities as bulge star particles, until they make up a
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Figure 1. Left: The distribution of the circularity parameter  for all stellar particles within five half mass radii of galaxy g7.55e11 (blue
line), bulge particles selected by kinematic decomposition (green line) and bulge particles selected by photometric decomposition (red
line). Right: Stellar surface density profiles of same galaxy (blue filled circle) at z = 0. The magenta line shows the exponential fit of the
disc component and the dashed line shows the half mass radius. The images illustrate the face-on and edge-on synthetic images of the
galaxies after processing them via the Monte Carlo radiative transfer code SUNRISE(Jonsson 2006). All images measure 50 kpc on a
side.
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Figure 2. Representation of the simulated galaxies and
THINGS observations (Obreschkow & Glazebrook 2014) in the
(jb/Mb, B/T )-plane. The red and black dashed lines are linear
fits to both datasets.
mass fraction fi . An illustration of the bulge particles iden-
tified in this way is shown in Fig. 6 (coloured points and
yellow stars), discussed later.
Fig. 1 shows both the kinematic and photometric de-
compositions of the galaxy g7.55e11. The kinematic decom-
position relies on the circularity distribution shown in the
left panel: by definition, the negative part of this distribu-
tion and a mirrored positive part (green line) is said to be
the “kinematic bulge”. In turn, the “photometric bulge” is
identified as the excess above an exponential surface density
profile (red line in right panel). The circularity distribution
and surface densities of all stars are shown as blue lines in
both panels, while the kinematic and photometric bulges
are shown as green and red lines, respectively. The right-
most small panels show the face-on and edge-on views of the
galaxy after processing it through the radiative transfer code
SUNRISE (Jonsson 2006). In this discy galaxy the circu-
larity distributions of the kinematic and photometric bulges
are similar. However, their surface density profiles differ sig-
nificantly. In fact, the kinematically identified bulge extends
to almost three half-mass radii, which is difficult reconcile
with the standard conception of bulges, but instructive in
that it shows that pressure support is relevant even at such
large scales. Most other galaxies show more disparity be-
tween the kinematic and photometric decompositions (see
Fig. B3).
Fig. 2 shows a comparison between our simulated galax-
ies which have bugles decomposed kinematically (green)
and photometrically (red) from our sample to those in
Obreschkow & Glazebrook (2014) adopting a natural 2-D
projection of the Mb- jb-B/T correlation that approximately
minimises the scatter. The baryons in the galaxies are de-
fined as the total mass of the stars and the cold gas (T < 104
K) within 0.2Rvir. The specific AM vector of these baryons
is calculated as
jb =
|Σmiri × vi |
Σmi
, (3)
where ri are the distance vectors from the centre of mass
and vi are the velocities in the the center of mass frame.
The linear fits shown as red (corresponding to photometric
decomposition) and black lines (corresponding to THINGS
observation) show a good agreement. However, the NIHAO
galaxies with photometric decomposition yield a larger scat-
ter than the observations, which may be attributed to the
observational selection of regular gas-rich field galaxies. The
NIHAO galaxies with kinematic decomposition are clearly
offset, and show much less correlation between B/T and
jb/Mb. The Pearson correlation coefficient of galaxies with
photometric decomposition is -0.50, while that of galaxies
with kinematic decomposition amounts to an insignificant
+0.06.
This discrepancy mainly comes from the difference in
the decomposition methods. As described above, the kine-
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)
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Figure 3. Specific AM–mass diagram (jb − Mb) for baryons of
simulated galaxies, THINGS observations (Obreschkow & Glaze-
brook 2014) and LITTLE THINGS observations (Butler et al.
2017). The black dashed line is the best fit for simulated galaxies
and the grey dashed line is the fitting with a fixed slope 2/3.
matic bulges have a symmetric circularity distribution and
are hence non-rotating, on average. However, the empirical
relation between B/T and jb/Mb (stars in Fig. 2 ) relies
on photometrically identified bulges, which turn out to be
mostly “pseudo-bulges” (Obreschkow & Glazebrook (2014))
that can have some rotational support. Therefore, it is no
surprise that the photometric B/T matches the THINGS ob-
servations better than the kinematic B/T ratio.
A priori, there is no objective definition of bulges, and
different definitions are used for different purposes in the
literature (Kormendy 1977; Kautsch et al. 2006; Lackner &
Gunn 2012; Fabricius et al. 2014). The purpose of this work
is to explore the “bulges” defined as central overdensities,
i.e. the photometric B/T values. It is likely that this pho-
tometric definition of bulges picks out a large number of
pseudo-bulges, which make up the majority of the bulges in
spiral galaxies in the local Universe (Fisher & Drory 2011).
Although such pseudo-bulges are often described as subsys-
tems of galactic discs, it is by no means trivial to understand
how these bulges evolve and why their mass correlates with
global disc properties – the topics that we will focus on in
the remainder of this paper. Henceforth, “bulge” will refer to
the photometrically identified bulge, whether it has classical
or pseudo-bulge-like properties.
2.3 j − M distribution
In this section, we analyse the NIHAO galaxies to determine
the specific AM jb contained in their baryons at z = 0, in
order to compare the scaling relation between Mb and jb to
observations.
In Fig. 3, our results are plotted against observed
galaxies from the THINGS and LITTLE THINGS analyses
(Obreschkow & Glazebrook 2014; Butler et al. 2017). The
location of the simulated galaxies on the diagram is similar
to the observed sample. The points in Fig. 3 are colour-
coded according to the B/T , which we deliberately calcu-
10−1
100
101
102
103 Bulge
106 107 108 109 1010 1011
M⋆/M⊙
10−1
100
101
102
103
j ⋆
Disk
0⋆0
0⋆2
0⋆⊙
0⋆6
0⋆8
1⋆0
B/
T
Figure 4. Representation of the simulated galaxies in the mass-
AM plane, split into disc (lower panel) and bulge (upper panel)
stars. The blue and red dashed lines are the best fits for the disc
and bulge components, when using a free slope. The light blue
and light red dashed lines are corresponding fits with a fixed 2/3
slope. The points are color-coded by B/T .
lated in an analogous way to the observations, as described
in section 2.2. We perform the fits with the HYPER-FIT
package (Robotham & Obreschkow 2015). The best fit to
the simulated galaxies has a slope (α = 0.59 ± 0.03) simi-
lar to the simplistic analytical prediction of α = 2/3 (Fall
1983). The difference between simulations and observations
might be accounted for by the observational bias of selecting
only HI rich objects (especially for LITTLE THINGS) with
small bulge components. We refer the reader to Wang et al.
(2018), where we present a detailed analysis of the connec-
tion between gas fraction and angular momentum in NIHAO
galaxies. The second reason can be the simulations also in-
clude a small fraction of ionized gas in the cold gas, they
might slightly overestimate of the observable baryon mass
(Stinson et al. 2015; Sales et al. 2017). The last but not
the least, El-Badry et al. (2018) studied a sample of zoom-
in galaxies and compared the AM measured with rotation
curve of HI and simply vector-summing AM. The compari-
son shows, for low mass galaxies, the approach that measures
AM by HI rotation curve overestimate galaxies’ stellar AM
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)
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as those stars are primarily supported by dispersion. The
discrepancy also consists with this argument.
Obreschkow & Glazebrook (2014) found that the 16
regular spiral galaxies from the THINGS survey display a
tight correlation between Mb, jb and B/T . The lower spe-
cific AM of the simulated galaxies with higher bulge-to-total
ratio is consistent with the empirical finding that the disc
and bulge components lie roughly on parallel sequences in
the j–M plane, separated by a factor of ∼ 5 in j (Fall &
Romanowsky 2013). Fig. 4 compares the individual stellar
components, bulge (upper panel) and disc (lower panel), in
the j?–M? diagram. The best fitting lines for each compo-
nent again show a slope similar to α = 2/3, and the ratio of
specific AM between the discs and the bulges range from 4
to 10 across the 10 galaxies. The scatter in j? is about 0.6
dex (standard deviation) for both components. The bary-
onic j–M diagram confirms that the simulated galaxies do
not suffer from the overcooling problem or the AM catastro-
phe (Navarro & White 1994; Navarro & Steinmetz 2001),
and can be regarded as good laboratories for in-depth stud-
ies of the AM evolution.
The main purpose of this work is to understand the
origin of bulge stars in disc-dominated galaxies. To do so
we explicitly exclude bulge-dominated objects, i.e. we only
retain galaxies with B/T < 0.5. Galaxies with baryon masses
below 1010M often admit no bulges or these bulges are very
small and hard to detect, also in the simulation. Such low-
mass galaxies also tend to be cold gas dominated systems
in which stellar mass scalings become more scattered. We
therefore chose to limit the analysis to galaxies with Mb >
1010M. The resulting sample contains 10 galaxies.
2.4 Bulge properties
In Fig. 5, the upper panel shows V/σ versus ellipticity  of
the bulge stars at z = 0 for each galaxy. The rotational veloc-
ity V is the mass-weighted mean of the tangential velocities
(i.e. in the plane of the disc). The velocity dispersion σ is the
mass weighted mean of (v2R + v2z ), where vR is the cylindrical
radial velocity (in the plane) and vz is the vertical (paral-
lel to the rotation axis). The ellipticities are calculated as
 = 1 − λmin/λmean where λmin is the minimum eigenvalue
of bulge’s moment of inertia tensor and λmean is the mean of
the other two eigenvalues. Fig. 5 shows a positive correlation
between V/σ and  , meaning that more rotation supported
bulges tend to be flatter. These quantities also correlate with
B/T , in the sense that larger bulge mass factions correspond
to flatter and more rotation-supported bulges. The maxi-
mum ellipticity in the sample is around 0.4, which is still
quite spherical (axes ratio about 0.6). This galaxy (g1.92e12)
has an extended central overdensity which contains amounts
of particles with  ∼ 1 so that the V/σ of this bulge can be
more than 0.80.
The lower panel in Fig. 5 shows the specific star forma-
tion rate of the bulge as a function of bulge mass. In the
simulations, star formation rates are calculated as the total
stellar mass formed in the last 100 Myrs, divided by that
time interval. On average, the specific star formation rates
of bulges in disc dominated galaxies are ∼ 5×10−11yr−1. The
four low mass bulges have high specific star formation rate
are star forming bulge, although their low mass also increase
the specific star formation. These 10 bulges span from pas-
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Figure 5. The relative dynamic importance of rotation (V/σ) as
function of ellipticity for all bulge stars of each galaxy at z = 0
(upper panel) and specific star formation rates as a function of
bulge mass (lower panel). The points are colour-coded by B/T
ratio. The error bars in the lower panel represent the shot noise
of specific star formation rates for each galaxy.
sive bulge (log sSFR < −10.5 Gyr−1) to active bulge (log
sSFR < −10.0 Gyr−1), the threshold of sSFR is suggested
by Fisher & Drory (2010). The specific star formation rates
of the bulges are independent of their ellipticities. The two
plots in Fig. 5 illustrate the diversity of bulges in the NIHAO
sample.
2.5 Convergence radius
The minimum radius above which the results of a simula-
tion are not significantly affected by the finite resolution is
crucial in the numerical study of bulges. Although running
a higher resolution simulations is a way to determining the
numerical convergence, it would be extremely expensive for
a simulation suite. A common criterion for convergence has
been suggested by Power et al. (2003) for collisionless sim-
ulations, based on the two body relaxation time-scale for
particles in a gravitational potential. This criterion ensures
that the mean density inside the convergence radius is within
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10% of the converged value obtained in a simulation of much
higher resolution.
Tollet et al. (2015) study the cusp or core of dark mat-
ter density profiles with the NIHAO suite. They find that
this convergence radius, normalized to virial radius, is quite
constant for all NIHAO galaxies, as all NIHAO galaxies have
similar numbers of particles. At z = 0, this convergence ra-
dius is 0.4− 0.7 percent of Rvir which is comparable with the
mean radial distance of the bulge star particles at z = 0.
However, as noticed by Schaller et al. (2015), this conver-
tence criterion is too restrictive as it applies to pure DM
simulations. As the magnitude of the differences between
the profiles from hydrodynamical simulations and pure DM
simulations are significantly larger than 10 percent, the cri-
terion can be relaxed to the 20 percent level. Since we study
the stars in the bulge region, where star particles dominate,
the convergence radii should be smaller than in Tollet et al.
(2015). Following the prescription of Schaller et al. (2015),
the convergence radius for the sample in this work derived
by star particles is of the order of 0.08 - 0.1 percent of Rvir
(∼ 100 pc) and the typical bulge size is in the order of 1 kpc,
i.e. about an order of magnitude larger, so that the majority
of bulge star particles are comfortably above this resolution
limit. The range of the convergence radii is shown in the
Fig. 9 as grey bar, compared with the radial distribution of
bulge stellar particles at redshift z = 0. Also note that the
convergence radii decrease as the redshift increases. Hence,
we expect the migration processes of bulge stars not to be
significantly impacted by numerical resolution effects.
2.6 Tracking bulge particles across time
SPH simulations have the advantage that particles can be
easily tracked across time. Therefore, we can determine the
dynamic history of each stellar particle that ends in the bulge
at z = 0. Each particle has one specific identifier (id), which
can link every dark matter, gas and star particle to their
progenitors through the whole simulation. Each gas particle
may form several (up to 3) star particles. When a new star
particle forms from a gas particle, a linker id is created to
keep track of the gas particle that produced this particular
star particle.
Due to the relatively large time interval of ∼ 200 Myr
between snapshots, we cannot determine the exact location
and velocity when the star particles form from gas particles.
When a star particle first appears, it has already moved for
a certain time (0−200 Myr). Therefore, we also keep track of
the location and velocity of the corresponding star-forming
gas particle in the previous snapshot. This gas particle, that
will have formed a new star particle in the immediate next
snapshot is here called a “parent gas particle”. It is difficult
to interpolate from a parent gas particle to a new star parti-
cle given that the time interval of ∼ 200 Myr is comparable
to a dynamical time. In future work, we aim to overcome this
limitation through the use of 8-times more outputs (simula-
tions in progress).
3 FORMATION OF BULGE
3.1 Original location of bulge stars
Let us now explore where the bulge stars at z = 0 formed
at higher redshifts in our sample of 10 simulated late-type
galaxies. We distinguish three regions of origin, shown in
Fig. 6: (1) the ‘galaxy’, defined by a cylinder (white dashed
rectangle) of radius Rcyn = 5re and height hcyn = re, where re
is the redshift-dependent half-mass radius of galaxy; (2) the
‘halo’, defined as the region outside the galaxy, but inside
the virial radius (black dashed circle) at the given redshift;
(3) the ‘environment’, defined as the region outside the halo.
Processes in the ‘halo’ or the ‘environment’ are often called
ex situ processes in the literature. In principle, it is possi-
ble to subdivide the galaxy region in the aim of separating
stars formed in a central star-burst from stars formed in
a disc. However, we found this division to be cumbersome
at higher redshift, especially at cosmic times when the disc
is hardly stable and thick (high pressure support), which
are indeed the cosmic times where most stars formed. We
therefore avoid labelling stars as bulge or disc stars when
they form, but instead quantify the star-formation dynam-
ics inside the galaxy by tackling the radius, velocity and AM
evolution of every star that lands in the bulge at z = 0.
The fractions of bulge stars formed in each region are
shown in Fig. 7 as a function of the final B/T ratio. These
fractions rely on the location of the parent gas particles
(solid line) and newly formed star particles (dashed line) in
the following snapshot (i.e.∼ 200 Myrs later), since we have
no information about the exact location of the star forma-
tion in between snapshots. The fractions calculated by the
parent gas particles show that the majority (about 75%) of
them have already settled in the galaxy region when they
form stars. Most of the remaining bulge stars (20% of all
bulge stars) were formed in the halo, leaving no more than
a few percent bulge stars form outside the halo. In other
words, mergers do not play an important role in the bulge
formation in our sample.
When measuring these fractions using the newly formed
stars instead of the parent gas particles, the picture looks
somewhat different. We still find that most of the bulge stars
(> 95%) form inside the virial radius. However, the balance
between halo and galaxy is different: even more bulge stars
(95% on average) now appear to originate from the galaxy.
This difference suggests that most parent gas particles inside
the halo convert into stars as soon as they reach the galactic
disc – an explanation, which is in line with the higher density
and thus lesser stability and increase self-shielding expected
in the galaxy.
3.2 Evolution of AM of bulge stars
The stars in bulges are always the low AM component of the
galaxies, even in the case of rotationally supported bulges,
due to their small radius relative to the disc. As discussed
before, most of the bulge stars (95%) of the galaxies in our
simulation formed inside the galaxy. One scenario for this
bulge formation in the galaxy is that cold gas in the disc
forms stars with high AM and the stars then lose their AM
by dynamical friction to migrate into the bulge region. The
other possibility is that the cold gas first dissipates its AM
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and then forms stars with low AM in or close to the central
region. The probability distribution function of the specific
AM j can be used to clarify the scenario and provide useful
insights regarding the details of bulge formation.
The left panel of Fig. 8 shows the distribution of j of
the parent gas particles (left), newly formed bulge star par-
ticles (middle) and bulge star particles at z = 0 (right) for
each simulation. The specific AM is normalized by the mean
specific AM 〈 jgal〉 of all particles (stars, gas and dark mat-
ter) within 20% of the virial radius at z = 0. Each solid curve
represents a galaxy and the curves are coloured by their B/T
value. Qualitatively, the curves with different B/T have sig-
nificantly different shapes and evolution features. For the
galaxies with higher B/T , the initial distributions of parent
gas particles have a lower peak and longer tails compared
to the galaxies with lower bulge fractions. For newly formed
bulge stars and z = 0 bulge stars, the peaks of the distribu-
tions move inwards, which means that the stars lose their
AM during the processes of forming the bulge. However, the
distributions of galaxies with lower B/T have much smaller
widths and higher peaks than the galaxies with higher B/T .
A similar trend is found in observations of spiral galaxies
(Sweet et al. 2018).
The right panel of Fig. 8 shows the median of the spe-
cific AM ratio between bulge star particles at z = 0 and
parent gas particles. A ratio of unity would mean that j of
bulge stars is conserved from (just before) their formation to
z = 0, while smaller ratios indicate a loss of j. The plot shows
a clear trend for a higher loss in j in the case of smaller bulge
final fractions B/T . The specific AM ratio between bulge star
particles at z = 0 and newly formed stars (rather than star-
forming gas) shows a similar trend with the bulge fraction
B/T , but the mean ratio is higher (∼ 80%). In the follow-
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ing section, the implications of the loss in j on the stellar
dynamics will be discussed in more detail.
3.3 Evolution of locations and velocities of bulge
stars
According to the definition of the specific AM j, a variation
in j of the bulge stars can come from a variation of the
orbital radius or the orbital velocity.
We compute the distributions of the orbital radii and
velocities of the parent gas particles, newly formed star par-
ticles and bulge star particles at z = 0, in analogy to the
j-distributions in Fig. 8. In Fig. 9, the upper panel shows
the normalized distributions of the radial distance and the
vertical distance, in a coordinate system, whose orientation
is fixed to that of the final snapshot at z = 0. The distances
are normalized to the virial radius at z = 0. The general
trend is that both the radial and vertical distance decrease
with time, i.e. the bulge stars migrate inwards. In contrast
to the j-distributions, these distance-distributions have an
almost universal shape with no clear trend as a function
of B/T . Two galaxies (red and light blue lines in the up-
per panel of Fig. 9) have a substantial fraction bulge stars
formed outside the virial radius and there is no statistically
significant relation with the galaxies’ bulge-to-total ratio. It
is necessary to note that the vertical distance of most par-
ent gas particles is smaller than their radial distance shown
by the distributions. This means that the migrations of the
bugle particles are not isotropic, and they are preferentially
near the disc plane during the migration.
The lower panel in Fig. 9 shows the normalized distribu-
tion of the azimuthal and vertical velocity. The distributions
and their variations have a clear dependence on the galaxies’
morphology. The distributions of azimuthal velocities (solid
lines) and their variations for the galaxies with lower B/T
(< 10%) are similar to the j-distributions show in Fig. 8 (a).
In particular, the mean velocities decrease with time and
the width of the distributions gets narrower. At higher B/T
ratios, the distributions of azimuthal velocities show a dif-
ferent trend. The peaks of the distributions for the parent
gas particles are lower and the shapes of the distributions
are wider than the distributions of galaxies with lower B/T .
The particle velocities generally decrease in the panels for
the newly formed star particles and bulge star particles at
z = 0. Fig. 10 highlights the main trends of Fig. 9. Inter-
estingly, as long as B/T > 20%, the median of velocity of
the bulge stars actually increases from the time these stars
form to z = 0. their z-component of the velocity is negligible
comparing with their azimuthal velocity.
4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Linking the evolution of specific angular
momentum, velocity and distance
In the left panel of Fig. 8 we tackled the evolution of bulge
star particles from their parent gas particle phase to the
final stage at z = 0. The specific AM mainly decreases in the
parent gas phase, immediately (< 200 Myrs) before the stars
form: as the cooling gas reaches the disc region it dissipates
the AM by fluid viscosity and dynamical friction. Once the
stars have formed, they are no longer subject to viscosity,
and hence the AM loss continues at a much lower rate, set
purely by gravitational torques. Globally, we find that more
AM is dissipated for smaller final bulge fractions, as shown
in the right panel of Fig. 8.
Given this loss of AM, we can then attempt to explain
the change in the radius and velocity distributions (Fig 9
and Fig 10). In a Keplerian framework, the circular veloc-
ity at a given radius is set by the enclosed mass, which is
v =
√
GM (r) /r for spherical mass distributions. Hence the
balance between change in radius and velocity depends on
this mass, which itself depends on the bulge mass. For small
bulge masses (B/T < 0.1), the specific AM reduction is par-
alleled by a decrease in radius and velocity. However, for
higher bulge masses, this AM reduction is achieved by a loss
in radius under increase in velocity. The circular velocity
simply has to increase due to the deeper potential caused by
the bulge itself. This is apparent in Fig. 11, which shows the
rotation curves, measured by the median circular velocity
(solid lines) and the enclosed mass (dashed lines) for dif-
ferent B/T ratios. The rotation curves exhibit qualitatively
different shapes for small and large B/T , with larger values
leading to more peaked rotation curves.
4.2 Bulge formation by migration?
The global star formation density in the Universe peaks
around z = 1 ∼ 3 (Hopkins & Beacom 2006). In this epoch
star-forming galaxies were more “clumpy” than in the lo-
cal Universe (Abraham et al. 1996; Conselice et al. 2000;
Elmegreen et al. 2005). The migration of bulge stars towards
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the centre is normally discussed at the level of clumps. One
scenario argues clumps have lifetimes long enough to allow
them to migrate inwards forming the galaxy bulge (Bour-
naud et al. 2014; Forbes et al. 2014). This would predict
that clumps closer to the galaxy centre are older, which is in-
deed suggested by observations (Lamberti et al., 2018, sub-
mitted). Alternatively, older clumps may be closer to the
galaxy centre as a result of inside-out formation of the disc
(Murray et al. 2010; Genel et al. 2012). Fig. 12 shows the
normalized age distributions of the bulge star particles of
each galaxy at z = 0. Most bulges are dominated by old
stars (formed at z > 1), and only two galaxies with very
small bulge-to-total mass ratios, host young bulges. Guedes
et al. (2013) and Okamoto (2013) found similar results; that
is, the bulk of the pseudo-bulge stars forms quickly at high
redshift by a combination of non-axisymmetric disc instabil-
ities and tidal interactions or mergers. They concluded that
the main formation mechanism of pseudo-bulges are high-
redshift starbursts, rather than secular evolution of galactic
discs.
To investigate the migration of bulge stars, we here took
a different approach: we do not explicitly consider clumps or
distinguish between star formation in the disc and bulge, but
instead focus directly on the change in radius of the popula-
tion of bulge stars at z = 0. The reason is that the resolution
of the simulations is insufficient to define the clumpy struc-
ture. This is because clumps have shown to have sizes from
dozens of pc to a kpc (Livermore et al. 2015). We found that
the majority of the bulge is contributed by stars formed in
the“galaxy”, that is in the disc+bulge region, mainly around
less than 1% Rvir. By comparing the distribution of radial
and vertical distances (solid and dotted lines in Fig. 8, top),
we find that most of this star formation took place in an
oblate region, akin to a thick disc. From there, the radii of
the stellar orbits decrease, on average, by a factor 2.5, for
all B/T values. While the present simulations do not have
the time-resolution to tackle spiralling orbits of clumps, the
global change in radius nonetheless argues for a migration
scenario similar to that of Bournaud et al. (2014). Similar
simulations with 8 times more snapshots are in preparation.
In the future we plan to work on distinguishing inner and
outer disc origin for bulge stars throughout cosmic time and
connect this to the AM build-up of the bulge.
4.3 AM evolution as a function of B/T
In Fig. 8 (right), the AM loss of bulge stars from their for-
mation to z = 0 appears to be negatively correlated with the
final bulge fraction B/T . This is an important result, which
calls for a physical explanation. A plausible scenario is that
both the AM loss and the final bulge fraction correlate with
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height between parent gas particles and bulge star particles at
z = 0. The squares show the median ratio between newly formed
star particles and bulge star particles at z = 0. Lower panel: me-
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locity (white points) between parent gas particles and bulge star
particles at z = 0.
the spin parameter λ ∝ j/M2/3 (Peebles 1969) of the stellar
system. Let us consider each of these correlations separately.
Fig. 4 shows that bulges and discs in the simulations ap-
proximately reproduce the respective empirical j–M relation
of field galaxies. Empirically, classical bulges, pseudo-bulges
and elliptical galaxies all fall on roughly the same power-law
relation of slope 2/3 (Fall & Romanowsky 2018). In other
words, all these systems have a universal stellar λ. If we take
this empirical fact for granted, bulge stars that form with a
higher λ value are thus bound to loose more AM. Hence λ
and the AM loss are positively correlated. Recently, Lagos
et al. (2018b) analysed a large sample of simulated galaxies
by combining the EAGLE and Hydrangea (cluster) simula-
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for the NIHAO galaxies analysed in this paper. The colour of the
lines indicates the B/T ratio, as labelled by the colourbar.
tions (Schaye et al. 2015; Bahe´ et al. 2017). They explicitly
explored the relation between the stellar and halo spin pa-
rameters, and found a positive correlation. Galaxy mergers
tend to wash out that correlation, which means that galaxies
in the absence of mergers follow the halo j closely (see also
Zavala et al. 2016).
On the other hand, Fig. 13 shows the relation between
j/M2/3 of all the parent gas particles and the bulge fraction
B/T . Clearly, gas with higher spin parameter forms a smaller
bulge, similarly to empirical models which find that galaxies
with a lower stellar or baryonic j/M2/3 values exhibit more
significant bulges (Romanowsky & Fall 2012; Obreschkow
& Glazebrook 2014; Sweet et al. 2018; Fall & Romanowsky
2018; Posti et al. 2018). While this relation is theoretically
not yet fully understood, it is likely a consequence of global
(bar-mode) or local (Toomre) instabilities scaling roughly as
j/M2/3 (Obreschkow & Glazebrook 2014).
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Having established that higher λ values (of star-forming
gas or newly formed stars) lead to less bulge formation as
well as to more AM loss when forming a bulge, means that
the AM loss of bulge stars must be negatively correlated
with the final bulge mass fraction. In other words, the AM
ratio between the parent gas of bulge stars and bulge stars
at z = 0 correlates positively with the final bulge fraction
B/T , explaining Fig. 8 (right).
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we analysed the dynamic evolution of stars
that end up in the central bulge of disc-dominated galaxies
at z = 0, using a sample of 10 galaxies from the NIHAO
simulation. The ‘bulge’ is defined as all excess mass above
an exponential disc in the central region of galaxies, dom-
inated by rotation-supported pseudo-bulges. The simulated
galaxies lie on a similar jbar–Mbar relation as observed star-
forming spiral galaxies in the local universe. Furthermore,
the galaxies with large B/T ratios have lower jbar values,
also in relatively good agreement with modern (interfero-
metric) observations. These observational verifications jus-
tify the use this sample of simulated galaxies to investigate
the formation and AM evolution of bulge stars. Our results
can be summarized as follows.
• By tracking bulge star particles back in time to their
parent gas particles, we found that & 95% of the stellar
mass in bulges at z = 0 formed in-situ in the galaxy, while
about ∼ 3% of the mass stems from star formation outside
the galaxy but inside the virial radius (i.e. in satellites).
A small and comparable mass fraction of the bulge stars
formed outside of the virial radius in the simulated sample.
• The AM evolution of the bulge stars, from their forma-
tion to z = 0, shows a clear correlation with the final B/T
value of the galaxy: the lower the final B/T value the more
AM is dissipated away from the bulge stars (Fig. 8, right).
• On average, bulge stars move towards the galaxy centre
by about a factor 2, irrespective of the final B/T ratio. By
contrast, the circular velocity of the bulge stars tends to
slightly increase with time, and this increase scales with the
final B/T value.
Specific AM j, mass M and bulge-to-total ratio B/T
obey a strong correlation in regular galaxies (Romanowsky
& Fall 2012), even within the subset of gas-rich star-forming
spirals (Obreschkow & Glazebrook 2014). The bulges de-
composed photometrically means the central overdensity
components, this raises the question of how and whether this
bulge mass is driven by the AM in the galaxy. Our analysis
showed that the AM history of bulge stars in this definition
correlates with the galaxy’s final B/T . Qualitatively, galaxies
with higher AM (at fixed mass) and hence a requirement to
dissipate more AM to move stars to the centre, tend to form
smaller bulges. The details of this connection remain, how-
ever, clouded by the limited spatial and temporal resolution
in the simulations. By increasing the number of snapshots
for one simulation in NIHAO sample, we will soon have the
ability to rebuild the trajectories of bulge stars from their
formation to z = 0 in ten-times more detail.
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APPENDIX A: PARAMETERS
In this appendix we summarize bulge parameters of all
galaxies at redshift z = 0 through this paper. Table A1
contains the simulation ID, baryonic mass Mbar , baryonic
specific angular momentum jbar, photometric bulge-to-total
ratio [B/T ]p, kinematic bulge-to-total ratio [B/T ]k, ellipticity
 , V/σ and specific star formation rate sSFR.
APPENDIX B: STELLAR SURFACE DENSITY
PROFILES FOR INDIVIDUAL GALAXIES
In this Appendix, we present the circularity distribution of
total star particles and bulge components decomposed by
kinematic and photometric methods, stellar surface density
profiles, the exponential fit for disc component, and syn-
thetic images of the galaxies.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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Table A1. Bulge parameters for galaxies at redshift z = 0
Simulation ID Mbar jbar [B/T ]p [B/T ]k  V/σ sSFR
M kpc km s−1 yr−1
g7.08e11 5.22 × 1010 9.52 × 102 0.07 0.27 0.04 0.56 4.23 × 10−11
g7.55e11 4.94 × 1010 9.11 × 102 0.31 0.42 0.33 0.71 2.43 × 10−11
g7.66e11 6.32 × 1010 3.29 × 102 0.48 0.46 0.29 0.86 3.09 × 10−11
g3.49e11 1.46 × 1010 8.49 × 102 0.09 0.42 0.05 0.61 1.47 × 10−10
g3.71e11 1.64 × 1010 2.53 × 102 0.17 0.70 0.17 0.61 2.06 × 10−11
g5.02e11 2.53 × 1010 8.03 × 102 0.09 0.53 0.07 0.59 2.04 × 10−11
g5.36e11 2.54 × 1010 3.49 × 102 0.06 0.76 0.07 0.60 3.42 × 10−10
g5.38e11 2.82 × 1010 6.84 × 102 0.24 0.44 0.16 0.73 1.13 × 10−11
g6.96e11 4.91 × 1010 3.78 × 102 0.05 0.49 0.14 0.68 2.26 × 10−10
g1.92e12 1.57 × 1011 6.89 × 102 0.43 0.27 0.40 0.82 5.21 × 10−11
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Figure B1. Same as Fig. 1, but for galaxies g3.49e11, g3.71e11 and g5.02e11.
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Figure B2. Same as Fig. 1, but for galaxies g5.36e11, g5.38e11, g6.96e11 and g7.08e11.
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Figure B3. Same as Fig. 1, but for galaxies g7.66e11 and g1.92e12.
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